
NICOLE BEST 

copywriter / blog contributor / digital strategist



CAPABILITIES

Brand Identity 
Article / Blog Writing 

Press Release 
Product Copy 

Web Copy 
Email Copy 

Influencer Seeding 
Digital Strategy  

  



A look at what I’ve done…



Digital Work



In January of 2017, clean beauty skincare brand Goldfaden MD 
launched their latest product, the Facial Detox. In an effort to build 

exposure around this launch and drive sales, I implemented an 
Instagram Bomb with micro-influencers across the green beauty 

space. 

By tapping 10 influencers to post on their feed, tag the brand, link to 
the product in their bios AND offer a 15% off discount code, all 

within the same hour, we were able to reach 250K+ people, and 
garner 15,000 likes, 1000+ comments and earned back more than 

double what we spent on the activation via sales driven through the 
network. 

GOLDFADEN MD INSTAGRAM BOMB



INFLUENCER SEEDING WITH BESELECTIV

From February of 2016 to April of 2016, we worked to build up brand 
awareness of the luxury, menswear apparel line among niche 

influencers on Instagram and Youtube.   

Through a strict seeding regimen, we were able to garner 500,000 
impressions, 1M+ reach, 10,000 total likes and 500 comments on 
posted media; while being able to aggregate 50+ images for full 

digital usage across BeSelectiv social, email & web. 



CopyWriting / Article Contribution



800+ word article + Interview 
NUDE Magazine 





 
 

 
 

 
World’s  Most Popular  Pasta Is  Bringing  Fast-Casual Concepts 

to  Southern  California 
Barilla Set to Open Restaurants  at USC Village and South Coast Plaza 

 
Los  Angeles,  CA  – August xx, 2017 – Having  already  established  three successful restaurants  in 
in  New York City,  Barilla – the multibillion  pasta company  known the world  over  – is 
announcing  today  an  expansion  into  the Southland  that will begin  early  fall with two  new  fast 
casual restaurants,  one at USC Village,  on the campus  of  the University  of  Southern  California, 
and  the other  at the upscale South Coast Plaza, the largest mall on  the West  Coast,  in  Costa 
Mesa. 
 
The 2,400-square foot Orange County  restaurant and  its  1,700-square foot counterpart  at USC 
will serve the delicious  Mediterranean  cuisine that Italians  enjoy  everyday.  Sustainably-sourced 
breads,  pastas,  fruits  and  vegetables  will be freshly  prepared  inside open  kitchens,  with more 
than  14 different pastas  being  served  daily.  
 
“This  is  the diet we were raised  on,” says  Barilla’s  Executive  Chef  Alfonso Sanna,  who has 
cooked  professionally  for  more than  thirty  years  in  both  Italy  and  the United  States. “It makes  us 
who we are; and  we’re so excited  to  continue to  spread  this  dining  culture to  Southern 
California.”  
 
Make it,  shape it,  share it,  prepare it; both  restaurants  will be serve twelve different pastas  daily, 
including  Farfalle Genovesi,  made with homemade  creamy  pesto  genovesi and  fresh  ricotta 
sauce with diced  tomatoes; Spaghetti E Polpettine,  tomato  and  basil with homemade meat balls; 
a Lasagna layered  with meat sauce and  béchamel;  and  a staple,  Tortellini  Alfredo,  with spinach 
& ricotta filled  tortellini  with one of  our  favorites,  our  Parmigiano  cream sauce. 

Press Release, 
BARILLA Pasta new restaurant opening



Brand Identi!

Personali! 
A tastemaker of sorts, the West Hollywood Design District is super tapped 
in; a cultural conduit who thrives among the tucked away intricacies of the 

city. Always offering up a unique perspective yet never to brag, WHDD 
embodies “that friend” who not only knows about the latest restaurant 

opening, but has a table reserved when it does. 

Tone  
We invite and welcome, while still exuding an elevated 

authority over trends spanning design, fashion & cuisine. 

Language 

re: Point of View 
West Hollywood Design District is inclusive of all cultures, ideas 
and perceptions; coaxing people to experience life rather than 

“watch” it on their Instagram feed.  

re: Trends 
West Hollywood Design District is at the forefront of taste; driving 

the conversation and steering itself as a go-to destination for 
those looking to consume inspiration.  

re: Complexi! 
Never one for sophistry, West Hollywood Design District offers an 

eloquent opinion when it should, while always maintain it’s 
conversational tone.  



Brand Identi!

Mission Statement 
Intricate, edgy and refined, H.Palmer Design mixes an innate design 

sensibility with a learned attention to detail, crafting environments that 
encapsulate a blend of its unique perspective and what clients desire. 

From Los Angeles to New York to San Francisco, H.Palmer Design delivers 
a blend of services ranging from high-end residential to all ends of 

hospitality, offering a global perspective, piecing together moments that 
create lasting interiors. 

About  
It looks better in black. Or at least, that’s what Hayley Knapp thinks. Born 
from one of the top interior design firms in the country, with a Master’s 
Degree from UCLA, Hayley established her residency as a burgeoning 
designer with an elevated, yet edgy aesthetic. After running dozens of 

international projects based out of LA & NY, Hayley finally found roots in 
San Francisco, utilizing her expertise and experience with large projects to 

hone in on more boutique, high-end residential and hospitality projects. 
With no plans of slowing down, Hayley’s professionalism, years of 

experience and innate attention to detail has made her supreme design 
sensibility one highly sought after in an ever-evolving market. 

Core Values 

Refined yet bold.  
H.PALMER Design doesn’t shy away from making a statement.  

Thoughtfully-curated. 
Years of experience has made each interior created by H.PALMER Design 

equally exceptional and unique.  

Edgy 
H.PALMER Design doesn’t walk on pins and needles.  

Intimate / Intricate  
H.PALMER Design pays an intimate attention to every detail. 

Taglines 
It looks better in black.  

Artfully curated; unapologetically designed. 
Intimately intricate; boldly refined. 



Some Additional Clients



5+ years experience in digital marketing 
3+ years of experience copywriting 

Author of Haikantwithcou (scope it out here) 
Bachelor’s Degree in Journalism from San Diego 

State University  

Interested? 

Email me: best.nicole12@gmail.com 
Or, give me a ring. 805-807-7124

https://www.instagram.com/haikantwithyou/

